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Abstract The determination of the neutrino mass is one of
the major challenges in astroparticle physics today. Direct
neutrino mass experiments, based solely on the kinemat-
ics of β-decay, provide a largely model-independent probe
to the neutrino mass scale. The Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino
(KATRIN) experiment is designed to directly measure the
effective electron antineutrino mass with a sensitivity of
0.2 eV (90% CL). In this work we report on the first operation
of KATRIN with tritium which took place in 2018. During
this commissioning phase of the tritium circulation system,
excellent agreement of the theoretical prediction with the
recorded spectra was found and stable conditions over a time
period of 13 days could be established. These results are an
essential prerequisite for the subsequent neutrino mass mea-
surements with KATRIN in 2019.
1 Introduction
The neutrino mass is non-vanishing as proven by the discov-
ery of neutrino oscillations [1–3]; however, it is at least five
orders of magnitude smaller than the mass of other fermions
of the Standard Model of elementary particle physics. The
experimental determination of the absolute neutrino mass
scale is essential to reveal the origin of neutrino masses and
to understand their roles in the evolution of structure in the
universe. Cosmological observations [4] and the determina-
tion of the half-life of neutrinoless doubleβ-decay [5] provide
powerful means to probe the neutrino mass. However, they
rely on model assumptions. The most model-independent
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approach is based exclusively on the kinematics of single
β-decays [6,7].
The most advanced one among the direct neutrino mass
experiments is the Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino (KATRIN)
experiment. KATRIN is designed to measure the effective
electron antineutrino mass m ν¯e with a sensitivity of 0.2 eV
(90 % CL) [8]. KATRIN’s measurement principle is based on
a precise determination of the shape of the tritium beta decay
(T → 3He++e−+ν¯e) spectrum close to its endpoint at about
E0 = 18.6 keV. A non-vanishing neutrino mass distorts the
shape of the β-electron spectrum in the close vicinity of this
endpoint.
A major challenge in detecting this minuscule spectral
distortion arises because a fraction of only 10−9 of all decays
generate an electron in the last 40 eV, where the signal of
the neutrino mass is maximal. Experimental requirements
to overcome this challenge are (1) the operation of a high-
activity tritium source, (2) an eV-scale energy resolution, (3)
a low background rate, and (4) a well-understood theoretical
description of the spectral shape. In these respects, tritium
features preferable properties such as rather short half-life of
12.3 years, a low endpoint of 18.6 keV, and a well-known
theoretical representation.
The 70-m long KATRIN beamline, depicted in Fig. 1,
combines a high-luminosity (1011 decays/s) gaseous, molec-
ular tritium (T2) source with a high-resolution spectrome-
ter using a Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation in an Electro-
static (MAC-E) filter [9,10]. Tritium decays in the central,
10-m long part of the Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source
(WGTS) cryostat [11]. The β-electrons are magnetically
guided by a system of super-conducting solenoids through
the transport and pumping sections towards the spectrome-
ter section. The transport and pumping section reduces the
flux of neutral tritium molecules by at least 14 orders of
magnitude and rejects tritium ions before they can reach the
spectrometer section producing background. The large main
123
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Fig. 1 The experimental setup of the 70-m-long KATRIN beamline
with a conceptual sketch of the tritium loop in the configuration during
the First Tritium campaign. FT-B: Gas buffer with pre-defined gas mix-
ture: 1% DT in D2. pc-B, B: (pressure-controlled) buffer vessels. LARA:
compositional monitoring by Laser Raman spectroscopy. Perm.: Per-
meator for hydrogen purification. FBM: Forward Beam Monitor. DPS:
Differential Pumping Section. CPS: Cryogenic Pumping Section. The
rear section (grayed out) was not used during the FT campaign
spectrometer acts as a MAC-E filter, transmitting only elec-
trons with a kinetic energy E above the retarding energy qU
(where q is the elementary charge and U is the retarding
voltage of the spectrometer). At the end of the beamline a
segmented Si-detector with 148 pixels (focal plane detector,
FPD [12,13]) counts the number of transmitted electrons as
a function of retarding voltages of the main spectrometer.
The shape of the integral β-electron spectrum is obtained by
counting at a pre-defined set of different retarding voltages.
In 2016, all components of the beamline were integrated
for the first time and successfully commissioned with elec-
trons and ions created at the rear-end of the KATRIN setup.
The alignment of all magnets and the blocking of positive
ions were demonstrated [14]. In 2017, the system was fur-
ther tested with a gaseous and a condensed 83mKr source,
demonstrating the excellent spectroscopic performance of
the MAC-E filter technology [15] and verifying the calibra-
tion of the high-precision high voltage system at the ppm-
level [16]. The success of these two campaigns was the pre-
requisite for proceeding with the first tritium injection into
the WGTS. The analysis of the data obtained in this First
Tritium (FT) campaign is the subject of this work.
2 The First Tritium campaign
In the FT campaign, the WGTS was mostly operated at the
nominal column density of ρd = 4.46 ·1017 molecules/cm2,
however at 0.5% of the nominal activity. This safety limi-
tation was achieved by mixing traces of tritium with pure
deuterium [17,18]. Figure 1 illustrates the technical imple-
mentation of the gas inlet into the WGTS. A pre-defined
gas mixture (1% DT in D2; ≈ 20 bar  which corresponds
to 9.6 TBq) was prepared before the campaign in the Tri-
tium Laboratory Karlsruhe (TLK). This gas mixture was cir-
culated through the WGTS via the main tritium loop [19].
The injection into the beamline was regulated by a pressure-
controlled buffer vessel. The return gas from the WGTS
turbo-molecular pumps was filtered by a palladium-silver
membrane (permeator) which is only permeable to hydro-
gen isotopes. The main part of the flow was reinjected into
the WGTS, while a small fraction of the flow including all
impurities was continuously sent back to the TLK infras-
tructure for re-processing. In order to maintain a constant
gas flow, an equivalent small amount of DT-D2 gas mixture
was injected into the loop from the buffer vessel. At all times
the gas composition was monitored by a Laser Raman spec-
troscopy system [20,21]. The gas circulation was maintained
without interruption for the 13 days, which was the complete
duration of the FT campaign.
An important difference of the experimental setup during
the FT campaign compared to the final experimental config-
uration of KATRIN concerns the rear section of the beam-
line: In the full completed experimental configuration the
rear section is equipped with an electron gun for calibration
purposes and a gold-plated rear wall at the end of the WGTS
beam tube for defining and biasing the source electric poten-
tial, see Fig. 1. During the FT campaign this section was not
available. The WGTS was instead terminated by a stainless
steel gate valve.
A key aspect of the FT campaign was to demonstrate a
source stability at the 0.1% level on the time scale of hours.
Important slow-control parameters determining the rate of
tritium decays in the source volume are: (1) the beam tube
temperature, (2) the buffer vessel pressure, and (3) the iso-
topic purity [22]. Figure 2 displays the stability of these
parameters over the entire measurement period of 12 days.
Both the temperature and pressure show time variations on
the 10-ppm level. The measurement of the DT concentra-
tion fluctuates at the level of 1%, which arises from the low
amount of DT available for the Laser-Raman measurement
and the resulting large (relative) statistical uncertainty. At the
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Fig. 2 Time stability of beam tube temperature (top panel), buffer ves-
sel pressure (middle panel), and DT concentration (bottom panel) over
the time period of the First Tritium Campaign. The dashed red lines
indicate the range of the KATRIN specifications. As KATRIN in its
final configuration will operate with 200 times more tritium in the form
of T2, no design value for small amounts of DT is defined. The blue
error bars indicate the systematic uncertainty on the absolute value of
the respective parameters. The break in time axis cuts out operations
at other injection pressures for systematic studies. Note, that the actual
“golden runs” (see Fig. 4 and Sect. 4.5) started after about 16.7 h
beginning of the operation the DT concentration transients
into a stable equilibrium, which is determined by the complex
interplay from outgassing and exchange reactions of hydro-
gen from the tubing and vacuum systems, the atomic perme-
ation through the palladium filter and the injection from the
gas buffer with the pre-defined gas mixture. Figure 2 excludes
the period (≈ 4.3 days) of loop operation at other injection
pressures. Setpoints at the pressure-controlled buffer vessel
covered the wide range from 0.5 mbar to 19.3 mbar. For each
setpoint, the DT concentration is perturbed as the equilibrium
conditions are changed. The DT concentration changed by
about 7% in this period. It is therefore remarkable, that the
equilibria of the three slow control parameters show superb
reproducibility and stability even after operating far off nom-
inal conditions.
The stability of source activity also relies on a constant
conductivity of the inlet capillaries. This condition was ful-
filled during the FT campaign, where the measured through-
put was fully governed by the buffer-vessel pressure. When
operating at higher tritium purity, the conductivity can be
affected by the production of secondary impurities, which
can freeze onto the capillary and beam tube surfaces.
In order to constantly monitor the source activity a For-
ward Beam Monitor (FBM) is installed in the KATRIN beam-
line downstream of the cryogenic pumping section, see Fig. 1.
It is situated outside the magnetic flux tube mapped on the
detector and continuously monitors the rate of β-electrons
with two silicon p-i-n diodes [23]. Another means of measur-
ing the source activity is by monitoring intermittently the rate
of β-electrons with the focal plane detector itself, while keep-
ing the main spectrometer voltage at a fixed and low retarding
potential. For a retarding energy of qU = E0 − 1000 eV the
β-electron rate of 20.87 kcps in 60 s time-bins was demon-
strated to be stable on the 0.1% level over a duration of 5 h.
This stability is fully consistent with Poissonian rate fluctu-
ations.
Beyond these successful stability measurements, a major
goal of the FT campaign was to record tritium β-electron
spectra. The objectives of these spectral measurements were
(1) to compare various analysis strategies, (2) to test the spec-
trum calculation software, and 3) to demonstrate the stability
of the fit parameters in the analyses.
For the FT measurement, the statistical sensitivity to the
neutrino mass was only approximately 6 eV (90% CL), which
is much larger than the current bound of 2 eV at (95% CL)
[24] from the Mainz [25] and Troitsk [26] measurements.
Consequently, the neutrino mass was fixed to zero in the FT
analysis; the endpoint Efit0 was used instead as a proxy to
evaluate the analysis results.
3 Spectral measurement
KATRIN obtains the integral β-electron spectrum by sequen-
tially applying different retarding energies qUi to the main
spectrometer and counting the number of transmitted β-
electrons N (qUi ) with the focal plane detector. The choices
of the retarding potentials and the measurement time at a
given qUi are optimized in order to obtain the maximal sen-
sitivity to the parameter of interest and robustness against
systematic uncertainties. Figure 3 shows the measurement
time distribution used during FT data taking.
The spectrum was measured at 30 different retarding
potentials in the range of E0−1600 eV ≤ qUi ≤ E0+30 eV.
This interval is significantly larger than the nominal inter-
val for neutrino mass measurements, which typically only
extends down to tens of electronvolts below the endpoint.
This enlarged interval is a unique feature of the FT cam-
paign, which was technically feasible due to the reduced
activity, and hence reduced counting rate at the focal plane
detector. The larger interval allowed one to (1) obtain signifi-
cant statistics to test the treatment of systematic uncertainties
(which typically increase further away from the endpoint),
(2) gain confidence in our calculation of the spectrum over
a wider interval, (3) perform a search for sterile neutrinos
in the 200 − 1000 eV mass range, which is the subject of a
separate publication.
The sequence in which the retarding potentials are applied
is alternating between increasing and decreasing voltage (up-
123
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Fig. 3 Typical measurement time distribution for a tritium spectrum
scan of 3 h. The inset shows in detail the region closer to the endpoint of
E0(DT) whose approximate value is marked by the dashed line. A scan
with fine voltage steps is performed close to the endpoint, adjusting the
measurement time at each retarding potential to obtain approximately
equal statistics at each setting. Additional wider-spaced measurement
points further away from the endpoint and above the endpoint allows
the inference of the signal and background rates
scans and down-scans). This choice optimizes the averaging
of possible drifts of slow-control parameters (for example,
the beam tube temperature, high-voltage readings, or the tri-
tium purity) and also minimizes the time for setting the high
voltage. Another scanning procedure tested during the FT
campaign is the random-scan, where the qUi -values are set
in random order. This scanning procedure is preferable to
mitigate time-correlated effects, if present [27].
A measurement at a given retarding potential is called a
sub-scan and a full scan of all retarding potentials is defined
as a scan. The duration tscan = ∑i t (qUi ) of a single scan
was set to either one or 3 h. The FT measurement entails 122
scans with a total measurement time for β-scans of 168 h.
Most of the scans were nominal up- and down-scans per-
formed at 100% column density. A subset of scans was per-
formed at 20%, 50%, and 70% column density to investigate
the scattering of the β-electrons in the source. Another subset
of scans was dedicated to test the technical feasibility of ran-
dom scanning. Figure 4 shows an overview of the acquired
scanning data.
4 Spectral analysis
There are several challenges to the spectral analysis of the
KATRIN data. (1) Due to various numerical integrals, the
calculation of the integral β-electron spectrum is computa-
tionally intensive, which limits the flexibility with respect
to the number of free parameters in the fit. (2) The analysis
heavily relies on a precise description of the spectral shape
including all relevant systematic effects and a robust treat-
ment of systematic uncertainties. Any unaccounted-for effect
and uncertainty can lead to systematic shifts of the deduced
neutrino mass [6]. (3) The KATRIN experiment acquires data
in a sequence of O(1 h) scans and the spectrum is recorded
with O(100) detector pixels. All these scans and pixels have
to be combined in the final analysis without loss of informa-
tion. In the following we describe the strategies on how to
handle these challenges.
Two teams performed the analysis independently, each
with its own spectrum calculation and analysis software. The
results presented in this work agreed within 4% percent of
the total uncertainty, which gives a high confidence in our
analysis tools.
4.1 Calculation of the integral beta-decay spectrum
The integral β-decay tritium spectrum is composed of two
main parts: (1) the theoretical differential β-electron spec-
Fig. 4 Overview on performed scans during the FT campaign. The
colored bars indicate the different measurement strategies. The height
of the bar corresponds to the number of electrons recorded during a
scan in an energy range of E0 − 100 eV ≤ E ≤ E0. The higher bars
correspond to 3 h scans, while all others correspond to 1 h scans (with
the exception of one scan of about 2 h at a time of ∼ 130 h). Gold: all
(golden) scans used in the analysis (see Sect. 4.5). Blue: special scans at
different gas densities. Hatched-blue: scans, where the sub-scans were
performed in random order. Grey: excluded scans. The green solid line
indicates the cumulative number of electrons. In total, 168 h (6 days)
of scanning data were acquired, resulting in total statistics of about 0.6
million electrons
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trum and (2) the experimental response function. The β-
spectrum Rβ(E) is described by Fermi’s theory
Rβ(E) = C · F(E, Z ′) · p · (E + me)
·(E0 − E)
√
(E0 − E)2 − m2ν, (1)
where C = G2F2π3 cos2 ΘC |Mnucl|2 with GF denoting the
Fermi constant, ΘC the Cabibbo angle, and Mnucl the energy-
independent nuclear matrix element. The F(E, Z ′) repre-
sents the Fermi function with Z ′ = 2 for the atomic number
of helium, the daughter nucleus in this decay. E , p, and me
denote the kinetic energy, momentum, and mass of the β-
electron, respectively. E0 is the kinematic endpoint, i.e. the
maximum energy the electron can obtain for the case of zero
neutrino mass.
m2ν =
∑3
i=1 |Uei |2 m2i is the effective electron antineu-
trino mass, defined as the incoherent sum of the neutrino mass
eigenstates mi , weighted by the squared absolute values of
the respective elements in the Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–
Sakata (PMNS) neutrino mixing matrix Uei . m2ν is the observ-
able of the KATRIN experiment.
After the β-decay of tritium in a DT molecule, the daugh-
ter molecule 3HeD+ can end up in an electronic ground state
or excited state, each of which is broadened by rotational
and vibrational excitations of the molecule [28]. As a conse-
quence, this excitation energy reduces the available kinetic
energy for the electron, and thus, the differential β-electron
spectrum is a superposition of spectra, corresponding to all
possible final states. Each individual spectrum is weighted
by the probability to decay into a certain final state and its
spectral endpoint is reduced by the corresponding final-state
energy.
The experimental response function
fcalc(E, qUi ) =
∫ E
0
T (E − ε, qUi ) (P0 δ(ε) + P1 f (ε)
+ P2 ( f ⊗ f )(ε) + · · · ) dε, (2)
is the probability of an electron with a starting energy E to
reach the detector. It combines the transmission function T
of the main spectrometer and the electron’s energy losses ε
in the source. The transmission function T determines the
resolution of the main spectrometer and is governed by the
magnetic fields at the starting position of the electron, the
maximum field in the beamline, and the magnetic field in the
spectrometer’s analyzing plane. Energy losses due to inelas-
tic scattering with the tritium molecules in the source are
described by the product of the s-fold scattering probabili-
ties Ps and the energy-loss function f (ε) convolved (s − 1)
times with itself. In the case of no scatterings no energy is
lost, which is expressed by the Dirac δ-function δ(ε).
Synchrotron energy losses of β-electrons in the high mag-
netic field in the source and transport section are included
as a correction to the transmission function. Furthermore,
Doppler broadening due to the finite motion of the tritium
molecules in the source is emulated as a broadening of the
molecular final-state distribution. Finally, radiative correc-
tions are included in the differential β-electron spectrum. The
response function is slightly modified due to the dependence
of the path length (and therefore effective column density)
on the pitch angle of the β-electrons [29]. This effect is not
taken into account in this analysis. The resulting effect on the
measured endpoint, however, is small compared to the uncer-
tainties of the electric potential of the source, as detailed in
Sect. 4.2.
The spectrum calculation code, used in this work, is
described in Refs. [30,31].1 A very detailed description of
the full spectrum and instrument response calculation can be
found in Ref. [29].
The total rate Rcalc(qUi ) at a given retarding energy qUi
is given by
Rcalc(qUi ) = As NT
∫ E0
qUi
Rβ(E) fcalc(E, qUi ) dE + Rbg,
(3)
where NT is the signal normalization, which includes the
number of tritium atoms in the source, the maximum accep-
tance angle and the detection efficiency. As is a free parameter
in the fit and Rbg denotes the retarding-potential-independent
background rate [32].
4.2 Observed endpoint
The endpoint observed by the KATRIN experiment is influ-
enced by the difference between the electric potential at the
starting position of the β-electron ΦWGTS and the work func-
tion ΦMS of the main spectrometer, and is therefore not iden-
tical to the physical kinematic endpoint E0. This observed
endpoint
Efit0 = E0 + ΦWGTS − ΦMS (4)
is a free parameter in the spectral fit. The fitted endpoint Efit0
is related to the experimental Q-value for DT by taking into
account the molecular recoil2 Erec:
Qobs(DT) = Efit0 + Erec − (ΦWGTS − ΦMS) . (5)
1 Note that fit values may differ from those reported in this work since
an early version of the data selection and systematics was employed at
that time.
2 A subtlety of this KATRIN analysis is that the final-state distribu-
tions for each tritium isotopologue are shifted to compensate for the
mass-dependent recoil energies. Consequently, independently of which
tritium isotopologue is present in the measurement, the fitted endpoint
Efit0 corresponds to the one expected for T2. Accordingly, in Eq. (5) we
need to use Erec = ET2rec.
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ΦWGTS depends on plasma effects in the source and the
work function of the rear wall ΦRW. During the FT campaign,
the beam tube was terminated with a stainless steel gate valve
(as opposed to the gold-plated rear wall used in the neutrino
mass measurement in 2019), for which the work function
was not measured. As a consequence, the source potential
ΦWGTS is only known with an accuracy of about 1 eV in the
FT campaign.
The determination of the main spectrometer work function
can be performed by measuring the electron transmission
from a well-characterized electron-gun [33] at an accuracy
of several tens of meV [34]. However, this instrument was not
available during the FT campaign. Therefore, the uncertainty
of ΦMS is at least 250 meV [34].
As a result, we assume that ΦWGTS = ΦMS±1 eV, despite
the fact that both the gate valve and the main spectrometer
are made of stainless steel.
The determination of the Q-value also relies on an accu-
rate high voltage (HV) calibration. Based on recent calibra-
tions of the high-precision voltage divider [35], we estimate
the uncertainty of the absolute voltage of the main spectrome-
ter of about 94 meV [16], which is negligibly small compared
to the uncertainty of the source’s electric potential.
The calculated Q-value is based on high-precision
Penning-trap measurements, which provide the atomic mass
difference of 3He and T [36]. The most recent measurement
yields Δm = m (T) − m (3He) = 18592.01 ± 0.07 eV [37].
By taking into account the molecular dissociation and ioniza-
tion energies, ED and Eion, which can be derived from the
ground-state energies of the molecules [38] and the single
and double ionization energies, [39] one obtains a Q-value
of [6]
Qcalc(DT) = Δm − ED(DT) + ED(3HeD+) − Eion(T)
(6)
= 18575.71 ± 0.07 eV. (7)
4.3 Fitting procedure
In the standard KATRIN analysis, we consider four free
parameters in the fit: the effective neutrino mass squared m2ν ,
the signal normalization As, background rate Rbg, and the
endpoint Efit0 . As mentioned above, the accumulated statis-
tics of the FT data are not sufficient to make a scientifically
relevant statement about the neutrino mass. Instead, for the
FT analysis the neutrino mass is fixed to zero and the endpoint
Efit0 is treated as the parameter of interest.
In order to extract the physics parameters of interest, the
model points m, which may depend on several input param-
eters θ , are fitted to the data points d by minimizing the
negative Poisson Likelihood function
− 2 ln L (d|θ) = 2
∑
i
[
mi (θ) − di + di ln
(
di
mi (θ)
)]
.
(8)
For high-statistics spectra (for example, when many scans
are combined) one can instead minimize the χ2 function:
χ2(θ) = (d − m(θ))TC−1(d − m(θ)), (9)
where C denotes the covariance matrix, describing the corre-
lated and uncorrelated uncertainties of the model points mi .
Both statistical and systematic uncertainties can be embed-
ded in the covariance matrix, see Sect. 4.6.2.
4.4 Data combination
The FT data were used to test and optimize a diverse set of
techniques for combining a large number of statistically inde-
pendent spectra, recorded in different scans and with differ-
ent detector pixels. As slow-control parameters may depend
on time (for example, the source activity) and on the radial
and azimuthal position in the beam tube (for example, the
magnetic field), a subdivision of the data is necessary. As a
first step of the analysis, the stability of fit parameters with
respect to possible temporal and spatial variations is inves-
tigated. In the final analysis, however, a combined fit of all
data is performed. Depending on the stability of slow-control
parameters and on the required precision of the analysis, dis-
tinct options can be considered.
4.4.1 Scan combination
To combine all scans we investigated the following possibil-
ities:
Single-scan fit
In this method each scan is fitted individually. In this case,
the spectrum calculation is initialized with the slow-control
parameters of the corresponding scan. This procedure is
important to observe the time dependence of fit parameters;
however, it is not ideal for obtaining a final result based on
all single-scan fits.
Stacking
Here, the counts in each sub-scan are added to construct a
high-statistics single spectrum with the same number of data
points ndata-points = nsub-scans as a single scan. As this method
does not take into account scan-to-scan variations of slow-
control parameters, a good time stability is required. More-
over, the stacking technique relies on a high reproducibility
of the individual qUi settings. For the FT analysis, the effect
of the underlying approximations of this method is negligi-
ble.
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Appending
In order to avoid the requirement of reproducible qUi values,
the data points of all scans can be combined in a single spec-
trum by simply appending them. In this case the single spec-
trum has ndata-points = nscans · nsub-scans data points. Again,
in this technique, no scan-to-scan variation of slow-control
parameters is taken into account in the spectrum calculation,
and hence a high stability is required.
Multi-scan fit
For exploiting the full potential of the KATRIN apparatus,
scan-dependent (and potentially even sub-scan-dependent)
information for all slow control and HV values are taken
into account in the fit. In this way the requirements with
respect to both HV reproducibility and scan-to-scan stabil-
ity are significantly relaxed. However, the complexity of the
spectrum calculation is significantly increased, and therefore
this method has not been applied to the FT data.
4.4.2 Pixel combination
In the given configuration for the First Tritium campaign,
the electric potential and magnetic field in the 24 m2-
analyzing plane of the KATRIN main spectrometer are not
perfectly homogeneous, but vary radially by about 118 mV
and 1.75 μT, respectively, and to a much smaller extent
azimuthally.
In order to account for this spatial dependence, KATRIN
operates a 148-pixel detector (see layout in Fig. 10). Each
pixel has a specific transmission function and records a sta-
tistically independent tritium β-electron spectrum. In order
to combine these spectra in the final analysis we can consider
analogous options as for the scan combination:
Single-pixel fit
Each pixel is fitted individually. This procedure is important
to observe the spatial dependence of fit parameters. However,
obtaining a single final result by averaging the results of all
pixels is not the preferred option, as the statistics of a single
pixel is rather low and hence the fit values fluctuate severely.
Uniform fit
The detector pixels are combined into a single pixel by adding
all counts and assuming an average transmission function for
the entire detector. This method is convenient and sufficient
for several analyses, but the averaging of fields leads to a
broadening of the spectrum and hence effectively worsens
the energy resolution.
Multi-pixel fit
For exploiting the full potential of the KATRIN apparatus,
the multi-pixel fit can be applied, where all pixel-dependent
spectra are fitted simultaneously. The fit assumes a common
neutrino mass and endpoint but allows for pixel-dependent
nuisance parameters, such as background, normalization, and
HV-offsets. As a consequence, the number of free parameters
is large: nfree = 2 + npixel · nnuisance ≈ 446 and hence the
method is computationally expensive. A single fit with this
number of free parameters takes on the order of 1 h on a single
CPU.
4.5 Data selection
Data selection and combination are closely related. Spe-
cific ways of combining data impose certain stability and
reproducibility requirements on the slow-control parameters.
Depending on the analysis, we select a subset of all scans, a
subset of detector pixels, and a certain fit range.
Scan selection
Out of 116 scans, displayed in Fig. 4, we excluded 34 scans
for the following reasons: (1) 27 scans were performed at a
different column density for testing purposes and are ana-
lyzed separately, (2) we exclude four scans where different
HV setpoints were used than shown in Fig. 3, (3) we exclude
the last two scans and the first scan, as the DT concentration
dropped by several percent. We define the resulting sub-set
of 82 scans as the “golden” data set.
For this golden data set the stacking technique leads to neg-
ligible errors on the endpoint Efit0 . In order to test this, we sim-
ulate statistically-unfluctuated spectra, taking into account
the scan-dependent slow-control parameters and the mea-
sured high-voltage values. We then fit this simulated data
set, by stacking all scans and assuming average slow-control
and high-voltage values. As a result, we find a negligible
shift of 10 meV for the fitted endpoint E f fit0 compared to
the Monte Carlo (MC) truth. This corresponds to 4% of the
total 1-σ uncertainty.
Pixel selection
Out of the 148 pixels, the outer two detector rings (24 pixels)
and three pixels of the third and forth outermost detector ring
are not included in the analysis (see layout in Fig. 10). Due
to the alignment of the magnetic flux tube with the detector
wafer and shadowing of the forward beam monitor, these
pixels do not detect the full flux of β-electrons.
Fit range selection
The spectra were recorded over a large range down to 1.6 keV
below the endpoint. Depending on the specific analysis, a
different range (i.e. set of sub-scans) can be included in the fit.
Several systematic uncertainties increase further away from
the endpoint, while the statistical uncertainty decreases. For
the “golden” data set we choose a standard fit range with a
lower limit of qU min = E0 −100 eV, since for this range the
statistical and systematic uncertainties of the endpoint are of
the same magnitude, see Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 Evolution of statistical and systematic uncertainties as a func-
tion of fit range. At a retarding energy of qU = E0 − 100 eV a balance
between systematic and statistical uncertainty is reached. We choose
this range as the nominal energy range for this analysis
4.6 Systematic uncertainties
Several calibration tools and measurements, such as a deter-
mination of the energy-loss function with a dedicated elec-
tron gun [33] and a characterization of the plasma properties
of the WGTS with a gaseous 83mKr source [40], were not
available at the time of the FT campaign. Moreover, the FT
measurement interval extended much further into the spec-
trum (compared to a typical neutrino mass measurement),
where several systematic uncertainties are enhanced. Conse-
quently, the systematic uncertainties during the FT campaign
do not fully reflect the final KATRIN systematic budget.
Nevertheless, the FT campaign allowed for a validation
of our spectrum calculations and for testing of a set of meth-
ods to include systematic uncertainties for the subsequent
neutrino mass analysis. In the following, the individual sys-
tematics and different ways of treating them in the analysis
are discussed in detail.
4.6.1 Systematics budget
Systematic uncertainties in KATRIN generally arise from
uncertainties and instabilities of parameters, which enter into
the calculation of the integral spectrum. Table 1 summarizes
the systematic uncertainty budget for the FT measurement;
Fig. 6 graphically displays the impact of the individual sys-
tematic effects on the endpoint Efit0 . In the following, the
individual systematics will be described in detail.
Column density
A major systematic effect for the FT measurement arises from
the uncertainty of the column density. The column density
ρd firstly determines the number of tritium atoms N tot in the
source
N tot = εT · ρd · A, (10)
where εT is the tritium purity and A is the cross sectional
area of the WGTS. Secondly, the column density determines
the scattering probability Ps [see Eq. (2)] of electrons in the
source [29]. In good approximation, the column density can
assumed to be constant in radius [29].
Of relevance for the KATRIN analysis are (1) unaccounted-
for variations of the total number of tritium atoms N tot during
a scan and (2) the precise knowledge of the scattering prob-
abilities Ps , and therefore the product of ρd · σinel, where
σinel is the cross-section for inelastic scattering of electrons
off molecular deuterium (dominant isotopologue during the
FT campaign). The precise absolute value of N tot is of minor
relevance as it only influences the spectrum normalization
and not its shape.
For the FT campaign, the stability of the column density
was monitored via the gas flow into the WGTS, the buffer
vessel pressure and the beam tube temperature. All three
showed extremely small relative variations on the order of
10−5 on the time scale of minutes (sub-scan length). This
variation is much smaller than the statistical uncertainty on
the number of detected β-electrons, and therefore negligible.
The absolute column density was determined via the
buffer vessel pressure combined with dedicated gas simula-
tions [42]. The corresponding systematic uncertainty is esti-
mated to be σρd = 3%. For the cross-section σinel = 3.65 ·
10−18 cm−2 of 18.6 keV electrons on deuterium (based on
[43]), we assume a conservative uncertainty of 2%. Finally,
the product of column density and cross section depicts the
dominant systematic uncertainty σρd·σinel = 3.6% for the FT
campaign.
For the neutrino mass measurements, KATRIN will use a
dedicated electron gun [33] to determine the scattering prob-
abilities Ps directly. An uncertainty of σρd·σinel = 0.1% is
targeted.
Tritium concentration
Together with the column density, the tritium concentration
εT determines the total number of tritium atoms in the source,
see Eq. (10). Here again, unaccounted-for variations of the
tritium concentration are relevant as they can introduce dis-
tortions of the shape of the tritium spectrum.
During the FT measurements, the tritium concentration
was constantly monitored by a Laser Raman system inte-
grated into the inner loop system of the WGTS [44].
At the time of the FT campaign, the source gas molecules
comprised only 0.5% tritium atoms, predominantly in the
form of DT, therefore the relative statistical uncertainty of the
Laser-Raman spectroscopic measurement was on the order
of a few percent on time scales of minutes (sub-scan length).
In the final fit, however, where all scans are combined, the
statistical uncertainty on the DT concentration is reduced to
σc(DT) = 0.08%.
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Table 1 Budget of statistical and systematic uncertainties on the end-
point Efit0 . The numerical values are based on the golden scan selection
and the nominal fit range, as described in Sect. 4.5. For this analy-
sis the stacked-uniform fit, as described in Sect. 4.4, was applied. The
column labeled “uncertainty” lists the 1 σ uncertainties of the relevant
input parameters. The column labeled “impact on endpoint” indicates
the individual 1 σ uncertainty contribution to the Efit0 . In order to obtain
the total uncertainty, all systematic effects were considered simultane-
ously, rather than adding the individual contributions in quadrature. For
this analysis the systematics were included with the covariance matrix
approach (see Sect. 4.6.2). For systematics labeled with “on/off”, the
maximum error estimation (see Sect. 4.6.2) was applied. It showed that
the effect of a longitudinal gas density profile, the effect of multiplica-
tive theoretical corrections, as described in [41], as well as the effect of
analyzing the data with a stacked-uniform fit have a negligible effect on
the Efit0
Effect Description 1 σ Uncertainty 1 σ Uncer-
tainty of fitted
endpoint (eV)
Source scattering Column density 3% 0.13
Inel. scat. cross-section 2%
DT concentration fluctuation For single sub-scan (60 s) 1.5%
For all scans combined (40000 s) 0.08% 0.03
Energy-loss function Excitation peak position P1 0.017 eV 0.11
Ionization peak position P2 0.18 eV
Excitation peak width W1 0.05 eV
Ionization peak width W2 0.13 eV
Normalization A 0.15 eV−1
Final-state distribution Normalization 1% 0.08
Ground-state variance 1%
Excited-states variance 3%
Magnetic fields Source 2.5% 0.03
Analyzing plane 1%
Maximum field at pinch 0.2%
Detector efficiency Retarding potential dependence 0.1% 0.03
Background Slope 5 mcps/keV 0.02
Gas density profile On/off < 0.01
Theoretical correction On/off < 0.01
Stacking On/off < 0.01
Total systematic uncertainty 0.19
Statistical uncertainty 0.17
Total uncertainty (stat. and syst.) 0.25
In the design operation of KATRIN, the tritium purity of
the source gas will be higher than 95%. In this case, the
statistical uncertainty of the tritium purity measurement by
the Laser Raman system will be significantly improved. The
most relevant effect will then be the relative concentrations
of the most abundant active gas isotopologues T2, HT, and
DT. As these different isotopologues have slightly different
kinematic endpoints, their relative concentrations have an
influence on the spectral shape in the energy range of interest
for the neutrino mass.
Energy-loss function
The energy-loss function describes the probability of a
18.6 keV β-electron to lose a certain amount of energy in a
single inelastic scattering. For the analysis of the FT data the
energy-loss function measured by the Troitsk nu-mass exper-
iment [45] with H2 and D2 is used. The function is described
by an empirical model containing six parameters, namely
the position P and width W of the excitation (index 1) and
ionization (index 2) peaks as well as the normalizations N
and A.
f (ε) = N ·
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩
A · exp
(
− 2(ε−P1)2W 21
)
for ε ≤ εc
W 22
W 22 +4(ε−P2)2
for ε > εc
(11)
We use the parametrization and correlated uncertainties
as quoted in [45] averaged over both isotopologues, as can
be seen in Table 1.
For subsequent neutrino mass measurements, the energy-
loss function will be precisely determined by the KATRIN
experiment itself by means of a pulsed electron gun and
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Fig. 6 Visual display of the systematic uncertainty breakdown as given
in Table 1. The analysis is based on the golden scan list and the nom-
inal fit range, as defined in Sect. 4.5. The data was analyzed with a
stacked-uniform fit, as defined in Sect. 4.4. Systematic uncertainties
are included with the covariance matrix method. The upper set of bars
shows the 1 σ endpoint uncertainty based on the true data. The lower set
of bars illustrates the expected 1 σ uncertainty on the endpoint inferred
from MC simulated data. A very good agreement is found. The indi-
vidual bars (in light color) demonstrate the effect of each systematic
uncertainty individually, as given in Table 1. The stacked-bar (in darker
color) displays the collective effect of all systematics when including
them one-by-one in the fit. Note that due to correlations of uncertain-
ties, the total uncertainty is not exactly given by the sum of the squared
individual uncertainties
operating the experiment in the time-of-flight mode [33,46].
A publication on the first successful measurements of the
energy-loss function with the KATRIN apparatus is currently
in preparation.
Magnetic fields
The entire KATRIN beamline is composed of about sixty
super-conducting and normal-conducting magnets. The
source magnetic field Bsource, the maximum magnetic field
Bmax, and the magnetic field in the analyzing plane Bana
determine the shape of the transmission function, the max-
imum angular acceptance, and the energy resolution of the
main spectrometer. With a magnetic field setting of Bsource =
2.52 T, Bmax = 4.2 T, and Bana = 6.3 · 10−4, an energy res-
olution of ΔE = 18 575 eV · BanaBmax = 2.8 eV was achieved
during the FT campaign.
We assume uncertainties of the magnetic fields ofσBsource =
2.5%, σBana = 1% and σBmax = 0.2%. These values are
estimated based on comparisons of simulations with the
KATRIN software Kassiopeia [47] and measurements with
Hall sensors and precision magnetic field sensors [48,49].
The strongest magnet in the KATRIN beamline, the pinch
magnet which defines Bmax, is running in persistent mode
and is therefore extremely stable at about 40 ppm over a
period of 60 days. The stability of the other magnets, defining
Bsource and Bana, is monitored with precise magnetometers
and electric current sensors, respectively. During the FT cam-
paign a stability at the 0.1% level is observed. This stability
meets the requirements of the final KATRIN design and con-
tributes a negligible systematic effect for the FT analysis. A
detailed description of the monitoring of the magnet system
of KATRIN and its performance can be found in [50].
Future dedicated measurements with an electron gun are
expected to improve the accuracy of the source magnetic field
by one order of magnitude. Furthermore, the application of a
complex magnetic field sensor system [51] will prospectively
improve the uncertainty of the analyzing plane magnetic field
by a factor of five.
Electric potentials
Uncertainties of the absolute value of the electric potentials
in the source and spectrometer are absorbed by the fitted end-
point Efit0 , as described in detail in Sect. 4.2. These uncertain-
ties do not affect the neutrino mass measurement; however,
they do need to be taken into account when comparing Efit0 to
the true kinematic endpoint and the Q-value of the spectrum.
More relevant for the spectral analysis are spatial and tem-
poral fluctuations of electric potentials. A short-term (< time
of sub-scan) time fluctuation of the source and/or spectrome-
ter potential leads to a broadening of the β-electron spectrum
[35]. A longitudinal variation of the source electric potential
analogously leads to a distortion of the observed β-electron
spectrum [52].
During the FT campaign, an excellent HV stability of
< 40 mV during a sub-scan was observed, which is better
than the requirements for the final neutrino mass measure-
ment (< 60 mV). Moreover, due to the dilute amounts of
tritium gas, source plasma inhomogeneities are expected to
be negligible. Consequently, the associated systematic uncer-
tainties are assumed to be negligibly small for the FT cam-
paign.
Final-state distribution
An unavoidable systematic effect stems from the fact that
KATRIN uses molecular tritium (as opposed to atomic tri-
tium). The rotational and vibrational excited states of the
molecules inherently lead to a broadening of the β-electron
spectrum. However, the more severe effect for KATRIN is
a possible theoretical uncertainty on the description of the
final-state distribution.
At the time of the analysis there was no final-state dis-
tribution available for the most abundant tritium-containing
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isotopologue DT during FT campaign. Therefore, it was
decided to adopt the final-state distribution of the HT iso-
topologue calculated by Saenz et al. [38]. The isotope effects,
i. e. the influence of the broadening of the initial vibrational
ground-state wavefunction and the recoil on the mean exci-
tation energy and variance of the final-state distribution is
discussed in [28,38,53]. With the conservative assumption
of 1% uncertainty on the relative normalization between
ground and excited states, 1% uncertainty on the variance
of the ground-state distribution, and 3% uncertainty on the
excited-state distribution the adopted final-state distribution
for HT (instead of DT) is still found to be sufficiently accu-
rate for the present purpose. The analysis of future runs of
KATRIN requires the calculation of a more appropriate and
accurate final-state distribution. Such calculations are cur-
rently in progress.
Detector efficiency
Since the KATRIN focal plane detector counts electrons as
a function of the retarding potential, its retarding-potential-
dependent detection efficiency is of major importance. The
absolute efficiency, on the other hand, impacts only the total
statistics, but does not alter the shape of the spectrum.
The KATRIN focal plane detector provides a mod-
erate energy resolution of about 3 keV (full-width-half-
maximum). Moreover, the detector response to electrons fea-
tures a low energy tail due to the energy loss of electrons in
the dead layer and backscattering from the detector surface.
As a consequence, a wide and asymmetric region of interest
(ROI) of 14 keV ≤ E + qUPAE ≤ 32 keV is chosen for all
retarding potential settings, where E is the β-electron energy
and UPAE = 10 keV is the post-acceleration voltage applied
to the detector. This wide ROI does not significantly increase
the total backgrounds, as they dominantly originate from the
spectrometer and not from the detector itself. The following
effects can lead to a retarding-potential-dependent detector
efficiency:
(a) The recorded differential energy spectrum changes
slightly as the retarding potential changes. For a fixed
ROI, this leads to a slight over/under counting of events.
At qU = E0 − 1 keV this effect amounts to a correction
of the detection efficiency εROI of δROI = 1 − εROI =
0.002 with a relative uncertainty of σδROI
δROI
= 0.16%.
(b) The rate at the detector varies with the retarding poten-
tial, and so does the probability of pile-up (pu). This
effect alters the detection efficiency εpu at qU = E0 −
1 keV by δpu = 1 − εpu = 0.0002. The relative uncer-
tainty of this correction is estimated to be σδpu
δpu
= 18%.
(c) Electrons backscattered (bs) from the detector surface
can be lost if they overcome the retarding potential of
the main spectrometer a second time. Consequently, as
the retarding potential is lowered, the probability of lost
electrons increases. At 1 keV below the endpoint, this
leads to a reduction of the detector efficiency εbs by δbs =
1 − εbs = 0.0015. We estimate a conservative relative
uncertainty of σδbs
δbs
= 30%.
For the FT measurement, a pixel-dependent region-of-
interest (εROI) and pile-up (εpu) correction was taken into
account. The corrections at the nominal range of qUi ≥ E0−
100 eV are significantly smaller than at qUi ≥ E0 − 1 keV.
As a conservative approach, we consider a sub-scan to sub-
scan independent uncertainty of the detector efficiency of
0.1%. For the final neutrino mass analysis the effect will be
even smaller, as the scanning range will be reduced to about
qUi ≥ E0 − 40 eV.
Background
During the FT measurement an average background rate
of 350 mcps was observed. An increasing background rate
moves the neutrino mass signature away from the endpoint,
where the signal is weaker and systematic effects become
more dominant. Several means to reduce the background rate
to < 100 mcps are currently under investigation.
A fraction of the background arises from Rn-219 and Rn-
220 decays in the volume of the main spectrometer and subse-
quently magnetically stored electrons. Through ionization of
residual gas, this primary stored electrons creates numerous
low-energy secondary electrons, which can reach the detector
and create background [27,54–57]. These background events
are correlated in time, and hence the total background rate
is not Poisson distributed. The observed broadened rate dis-
tribution, which can be described by a Gaussian-broadened
Poisson distribution, is of major importance for the sensitiv-
ity of the KATRIN experiment [27].
Based on sub-scans above the endpoint during the FT
campaign, a Gaussian broadening with a variance of σ 2 =
4.3+5.5−4.8 · 10−5 cps2 was found. Due to the large uncertainty,
this result is compatible with no Gaussian broadening. If we
consider σ 2 = 4.3 · 10−5cps2 (corresponding to a broad-
ening by 3%) the uncertainty on the fitted endpoint would
be enlarged by 0.02 eV, which would depict a minor con-
tribution in the systematic budget. In future measurement
campaigns more sub-scans above the endpoint are planned
to determine the non-Poisson nature of the background with
higher accuracy.
A second relevant property of the background is a possible
retarding-potential dependence. Several long-term measure-
ments did not reveal any indication of a slope and thus point
at a limit of < 5.3 mcps/keV at 1 σ . For the analysis of
the FT spectra we treat the slope as constrained systematic
uncertainty.
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Fig. 7 Fit of the golden data
selection in three selected fit
ranges using the covariance
matrix approach. The error bars
are increased by a factor of 50 to
make them visible. The
residuals are normalized to the
total uncertainty. The light-blue
area indicates the statistical and
the dark-blue area the
systematic contribution to the
total uncertainty. In this display
of the systematic uncertainty
band, only the diagonal entries
of the covariance matrix are
shown. a Nominal fit range of
qUi ≥ E0 − 100 eV, χ2 = 7.9
(11 dof). b Mid-extended range
to qUi ≥ E0 − 200 eV,
χ2 = 12.7 (15 dof). c
Large-extended range to
qUi ≥ E0 − 400 eV, χ2 = 13.8
(17 dof)
(a) (b)
(c)
4.6.2 Treatment of systematics
A main objective of the FT campaign was to explore suitable
techniques to include systematic uncertainties. The follow-
ing techniques were successfully applied: nuisance parame-
ter method, covariance matrix method, Monte Carlo propaga-
tion of uncertainties, and a simple maximum error estimation.
In this paper we discuss each technique in a concise fashion.
A more detailed discussion of the methods will follow in a
separate publication.
Nuisance parameters
An elegant method to treat uncertainties of systematic param-
eters is to include them as additional free parameters in the
fit, with the option of constraining their value with a nui-
sance term in the likelihood function to a range provided by
external information.
This method is applied in the KATRIN data analysis at
least for the signal normalization As, the background normal-
ization Rbg, and the endpoint Efit0 . Other systematic param-
eters can also be treated as nuisance parameters. This tech-
nique was applied for example for the column density and
background slope.However, if the number of free parameters
is too large, the minimization of the likelihood function can
become extremely computationally challenging.
Covariance matrix
Another less computationally intensive way to include uncer-
tainties of input parameters is via the so-called multi-sim
covariance matrix method [30,58,59]. Here, the spectrum
prediction is computed thousands of times while varying the
systematic parameters according to a given distribution each
time. In this way, the variance and also the covariance of the
spectral data points, caused by the uncertainty of the system-
atic parameter, is extracted. The full covariance matrix, C , is
then included in the χ2-function as can be seen in Eq. (9).
This approach is particularly applicable for large counting
statistics, in which case the application of the χ2 minimiza-
tion is justified. This, in turn, requires stacking spectra of
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different scans or pixels in order to accumulate sufficient
statistics per retarding potential.
Monte Carlo propagation
A promising method is based on Monte Carlo propagation of
uncertainties [31,60–62]. Here, the full fit is executed thou-
sands of times while varying the systematic input parameters
according to a given distribution in each fit. The widths of the
resulting distributions of the fit parameters provide a measure
of the systematic uncertainty of this fit parameter. To extract
the maximum information from the data, each fit result is
weighted with the likelihood to obtain the measured data
points, given the particular choice of systematic parameter.
In order to simultaneously treat statistical and all systematic
uncertainties, each fit is performed on a statistically fluctu-
ated MC-copy of the true data set, where fluctuations can
entail Poisson rate fluctuations, non-Poissonian background
fluctuations, correlated tritium activity fluctuations, and HV-
variations from sub-scan to sub-scan.
This method does not require large statistics and avoids
the technical difficulties that would arise when treating all
uncertainties with free nuisance parameters.
Maximum error estimation
The maximum error estimation, or shift-method, is a sim-
ple approach to access the impact of a neglected effect in
the spectrum calculation. Here, a Monte Carlo data set is
generated based on a spectrum model A, which is then fit-
ted with another spectrum model B, where a certain effect is
neglected. The resulting shift of the fitted parameter of inter-
est (here the endpoint Efit0 ) with respect to the Monte Carlo
truth, indicates whether or not the effect needs to be taken
into account.
This approach was used for the FT analysis to evaluate to
which level of accuracy the KATRIN spectrum is required
to be calculated. Using this method, it could be shown that
neglecting effects such as a segmentation of the WGTS to
take into account the longitudinal and radial gas profile is
justified for the FT campaign.
5 Results
As the FT data provides no relevant statistical sensitivity
to the neutrino mass, the endpoint Efit0 was treated as the
parameter of interest in this analysis. The main focus of this
measurement campaign was to use the endpoint value (1)
to compare different analysis strategies, (2) to evaluate the
independence of the fit result on the column density, scan-
ning strategy, and fit range, and (3) to demonstrate time- and
spatial-stability of the fits.
Combining all data, by stacking the golden scans, treating
the golden pixels as a single effective pixel (uniform fit), and
Fig. 8 Fitted endpoint Efit0 for different analysis methods as described
in Sect. 4.4. The first and second data point compare two different
ways of combining detector pixels (multi-pixel and uniform treatment
of pixels). The second and third data points compare distinct ways of
combining scans (stacking and appending of sub-scans). The lower
two data points correspond to two different ways of including system-
atic uncertainties (covariance matrix method and MC propagation of
uncertainties). The results obtained with different methods are in good
agreement. It is expected that the best-fit value depends slightly on the
way systematic uncertainties are treated
performing a fit in the nominal range of qUi > E0 − 100 eV
we find an endpoint of
Efit0 (DT) = 18574.39 ± 0.17(stat) ± 0.19(sys) eV
= 18574.39 ± 0.25(tot) eV, (12)
where the systematic uncertainty was obtained via the covari-
ance matrix method. This corresponds to an endpoint for T2
of Efit0 (T2) = 18574.73 ± 0.25(tot) eV - taking into account
shifts from recoil and differences in the electronic ground
states between DT/T2 and 3HeD+/3HeT+.
Based on Eq. (5) we can derive a Q-value for DT of
Qobs(DT) = 18576.5 ± 1.0 eV, where the large uncertainty
mainly stems from the uncertainty of the work function of
the rear end of the beam tube during the FT campaign.
The value is in agreement with the calculated Qcalc-value
of Q(DT) = 18575.71 ± 0.07 eV (see Eq. (7)).
It is important to note that in upcoming measurement
campaigns, a gold-plated rear-wall will be terminating the
KATRIN beamline, which exhibits a significantly different
work function compared to the stainless steel gate-valve used
during the FT campaign. Moreover, a much higher tritium
activity will be present in the source, which prospectively
leads to the formation of a plasma potential. As a conse-
quence, the source electric potential, and hence the measured
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Fig. 9 Fitted endpoint Efit0 for different experimental conditions.
Here, the data was analyzed with a stacked-uniform fit, as defined in
Sect. 4.4 and systematic effects were included via the covariance matrix
approach, as defined in Sect. 4.6.2. a Efit0 for different column densities.
b Efit0 for different scanning strategies. c Efit0 as a function of fit range.
Here the upper fit boundary is fixed to 40 eV above the endpoint, and the
lower fit boundary takes values between −400 eV and −60 eV below
the endpoint. In each panel, the black line was calculated as weighted
mean
endpoint Efit0 will prospectively differ significantly in future
KATRIN measurements compared to the value reported here.
Figure 7 shows the fit result for three selected fit ranges
down to qUi > E0 − 400 eV. The excellent goodness of the
fit in all cases indicates a good understanding of the spectral
shape even far beyond the standard KATRIN energy range
of qUi > E0 − 40 eV.
As can be seen in Fig. 8, within the total uncertainty the
results of the different analysis techniques show good agree-
ment. On the one hand, this illustrates the high stability of
the system, which makes it possible to apply simplifications
in the analysis, such as the stacking of scans. On the other
hand it shows the readiness of the more advanced techniques,
such as a simultaneous fit of all pixels with a large number
of free parameters.
Fig. 10 Fitted endpoint Efit0 for each pixel. All golden scans were
stacked and the spectrum of each pixel was fitted in the nominal fit
range. Within the uncertainty, no spatial dependence is visible. The
white pixels indicate pixels which were excluded from the analysis due
to alignment issues or malfunctions, as described in Sect. 4.5
Another important outcome of the campaign was the
demonstration that the fitted endpoint Efit0 does not depend
on the column density in the source, see Fig. 9a. For this pur-
pose, dedicated scans at 20%, 50%, 70%, and 100% column
density were performed. The independence of the fitted end-
point Efit0 on the column density gives confidence in a good
understanding of the scattering processes in the source.
Another set of dedicated scans was performed to check
whether the fit parameters depended on the scanning mode.
Fitting the parameter Efit0 for a set of up-, down-, and ran-
dom scans individually we find no dependence within the
uncertainty, see Fig. 9b.
An important test of the correctness of our spectrum cal-
culation is the qUi -scan. Here, we check the parameter sta-
bility with respect to the fit range. Figure 9c shows that Efit0
has indeed no statistically significant dependence on the fit
range between qUi ≥ E0 − 400 eV and qUi ≥ E0 − 60 eV.
As the individual fit results are not statistically independent
from each other, a Monte Carlo study, was performed, which
confirms the independence of the fit result on the fit range.
Combining all golden scans, single-pixel fits were per-
formed resulting in an endpoint Efit0 for each pixel, as shown
in Fig. 10. As a result, we find no spatial (i.e. pixel) depen-
dence of Efit0 beyond the statistical fluctuation. The stan-
dard deviation from the mean endpoint is 2.0 eV, which is
consistent with statistical fluctuations. This indicates a good
description of the analyzing plane electric potential and the
absence of a significantly spatially dependent source poten-
tial.
Combining all pixels in a uniform fit, we can consider the
time evolution of Efit0 , see Fig. 11. The data shows excellent
stability over the course of 12 days. The standard deviation
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Fig. 11 The fitted endpoint for each scan of the golden scan list. For
this purpose all pixels were combined into a uniform pixel with an aver-
aged transmission function. Fitting a constant to this endpoint evolution
yields a reduced χ2 of 1.2 and a p-value of 0.14. This demonstrates that
the endpoint was stable within statistical fluctuations over the course of
almost 300 h (12.5 days). Note, the scale break at about 125 h where no
β-scans were performed
from the mean endpoint is 1.8 eV, which is again consistent
with statistical fluctuations.
6 Conclusion
In the First Tritium (FT) measurement campaign, tritium was
for the first time circulated through the KATRIN source and
first tritium β-electron spectra were recorded. This consti-
tutes a major milestone before the start of the neutrino mass
measurement.
The FT measurements demonstrate the stable operation of
the KATRIN source at full column density with 0.5% tritium
concentration over several days. The beam tube temperature
and buffer-vessel pressure could be demonstrated to be stable
at the 10−5 level, which is well below the specified limit. The
overall β-decay activity was demonstrated to be stable at the
level of 10−3.
The first tritium spectra were used to validate and opti-
mize the KATRIN analysis strategy. A selection of distinct
techniques for combining data sets and for implementing
systematic uncertainties were successfully tested. An excel-
lent agreement of the spectrum calculation with the data was
achieved. This agreement is even present for an energy range
exceeding the nominal scanning window for neutrino mass
measurement by a factor of 10.
The fitted endpoint Efit0 , used as a proxy in this analysis,
could be determined with an accuracy of 250 meV. Within
this uncertainty, the endpoint did not show any dependence
on the fitting range, the column density, or the scanning
strategy. Moreover, no radial or azimuthal dependence with
regards to the beamline cross-section was observed. Finally,
it could be shown that Efit0 is stable over a time scale of sev-
eral days. All these properties are essential prerequisites for
the neutrino mass measurements.
After this successful commissioning of KATRIN with
traces of tritium, the next milestone of KATRIN will be the
ramp-up to the nominal source activity and the first neutrino
mass campaign which will explore the neutrino mass param-
eter space at unprecedented sensitivity [63].
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